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CHANGE IS NECESSARY
Where there is solid infrastructure, there is progress.
Precision agriculture is poised to hit a tipping point. Recognizing the benefits of spatial analysis that extend
beyond a mere map, ag news headlines speak of the needs for industry-wide data standardization and new
coalitions formed to pursue such goals.
Quietly, in the university town of Stillwater, Oklahoma, one of the first players in the precision ag field began
addressing the standardization issues facing spatial analysis over 15 years ago. Today, SST Software oﬀers
the industry agX®, the world’s most sophisticated agricultural spatial data platform, handling precision
ag data on tens of millions of acres. Complete with the standardization of rules, reference data, and APIs
needed to move the farming industry forward, the agX® Platform provides the infrastructure for the future of
agriculture.
However, SST understands that it takes more than just solid technology oﬀerings for the precision farming
community to mature. The agricultural industry is at a critical inflection point. Progress will require a unique
coalition that satisfies both the technological requirements, as well as the relational dynamics of the
agricultural industry.

SST SOFTWARE
STATS

20

years in the
industry

Serving

the Industry’s Top Ag
Service Providers

Clients

in 23 countries

100+

million acres
field boundary
footprint

SST (Site-Specific Technologies) Software’s home oﬃce in Stillwater, Oklahoma. SST has five branch oﬃces in the United States and
international oﬃces in Australia and Brazil.
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STATE OF
THE INDUSTRY
While the evolution of cultivation technologies made farmers more effective, precision ag made farmers
more efficient. Distinguishing between the two is critical. Effectiveness is about brawn. Efficiency is
about brains. Effectiveness is found in the realm of execution. Efficiency lies within the management
decisions that precede the execution of activity. It is therefore ironic, that many precision ag programs
require vast amounts of personnel resources—human brawn at the keyboard to support information
management programs. Fragmentation and a lack of standardization make many precision ag offerings
inefficient. This irony has begun to hamper the industry’s progress. The agX® Platform offers a holistic
solution of efficiency for the entire agriculture market that provides seamless integration and data
exchange while addressing the concerns of data privacy and security.

Modern Agricultural Revolutions

In years past, the farmer and his beast of burden
would slowly plow a field. Then a revolutionary
technology came to be—the tractor. This
mechanized element of strength increased a
grower’s eﬀectiveness many times over when
executing farm operations. Following the
mechanical revolution, eﬀectiveness gained
additional boosts when technological leaps
occurred in chemistry, leading to better nutrient
and crop protection products, and in biology, with
the introduction of genetically improved traits in
seed. Plants became hardier and well-fed while
pesticides kept threats at bay. Each of these three
revolutions—mechanical, chemical, and biogenetic—radically increased our farm productivity
with the average corn yield becoming five times
greater today than it was in the 1930’s.

The Fourth Revolution

The fourth revolution of modern day agriculture,
commonly known as “precision ag,” was made
possible by the Global Positioning System (GPS)
and Geographic Information System (GIS) software.
This combination of technologies allowed us to

site-specifically record, identify, and measure
in-field trends. The genre of this technology was
diﬀerent because it was information-based, not
brawn-based. Information products do not make
a farm manager more eﬀective but rather more
eﬃcient. Being eﬃcient means a job is executed
in the best possible manner in order to achieve
maximum productivity. Herein lies the uniqueness
of site-specific technology—it arms one with the
information necessary to maximize the potential
made possible by the prior three agricultural
revolutions.

A Distinct Impact

The impact of precision ag continues to distinguish
it from the prior revolutions. Although the products
generated from the first three—tractors, fertilizers,
pesticides, and seed—interact on the farm, their
innovative evolutions remained fairly independent
from one another. The impact from the fourth
revolution is distinctly diﬀerent. Precision ag is
becoming a guiding force that is defining product
development and application across numerous
sectors of agriculture.
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Current State of the Industry

The unique role of precision ag and its future impact
across the market have been recognized by industry
leaders and farmers alike. Both see the value in
leveraging Big Data, along with the possibilities of
abuse. However, precision ag has remained largely
fragmented and confined within specific seasonal
practices, namely fertility management, yield
analysis, and variable rate seeding.
The uptick in interest for utilizing temporal layers of
spatial data, such as weather and remote sensing, to
evaluate the current condition of a crop continues
to fuel the demand for a holistic precision ag
platform. Past eﬀorts made by industry leaders
have resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars
being allocated to programs that ultimately failed.
These industry leaders are now turning to data
scientists to guide their next attempt, resulting in
the realization that moving forward depends on the
issues of data standardization and security. New
initiatives and coalitions are being promoted that
state what will be built to overcome these barriers
to progress.
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The agX® Solution

SST Software’s core expertise is the structure and
management of spatial data as it relates to the
agriculture industry. The foundational philosophy
that precision ag was a spatial problem with an
agronomic application led SST to begin addressing
issues such as standardization and data security
over 15 years ago. SST’s work has evolved into
a robust, spatial data repository, along with
sophisticated permission settings, APIs, and
automated processes, collectively referred to as
the agX® Platform. This platform creates a spatial
infrastructure for bridging precision ag hardware
and software oﬀerings throughout the industry.
The underlying infrastructure oﬀered by the agX
Platform provides the foundational solution needed
to move the entire agricultural industry forward
in a technological sense. However, the industry
needs a unique entity to oversee development and
governance. To do so, both the platform and the
organization must remain independent of any one
supply-side organization.

Farmers recognize the value of precision farming data. However, issues of software fragmentation, data sharing, and security weigh heavily on
industry progress.
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PART I: TECHNOLOGY
In part one we delve into the needs of the precision farming industry from a
technological perspective. What are the benefits of standardization? Why is a Central
Data Repository needed? How should data security be approached?
In part two, we will explore the model for how data standards should be implemented
and governed from an organizational perspective.
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THE NEED FOR

INFRASTRUCTURE
The most pressing issue facing the fourth revolution
of modern day agriculture is infrastructure.

Infrastructure and Progress

Sustained growth necessitates solid infrastructure.
For a town to grow into a metropolis, it must build
solid infrastructure in the areas of transportation,
communication, and regulation. Quality roads must
be in place for the movement of raw and finished
goods. Pipes and wiring must be installed to deliver
water, electricity and remove waste. Banks are
needed for the transfer of funds between working
parties, and network hubs are necessary provide
phone and internet services. Standards must govern
the infrastructure to ensure quality, safety, and
the common interests of the entire community.
Together, this attracts a diverse workforce that spurs
innovation, commerce, and growth.
The major issues facing the precision ag industry are
by and large facets of infrastructure; and resolving
the infrastructure issues will largely determine
whether or not many precision ag initiatives
succeed. The remainder of this document will detail
the aspects of infrastructure that are hampering
industry progress, concerns over precision ag
practices within the farming community, and
present solutions via the agX® Platform.

“Precision ag is a spatial problem
with an agronomic application.”
Dr. David Waits, Founder, SST Software
(quote from 1994)

Problems Hampering Progress

The precision ag industry is constrained in two
areas. First, a transportation problem exists in
regards to how datasets are transmitted from system
to system. Second, a regulation problem exists
with how datasets are communicated from person
to person. Consequently, precision farming data
needs an industry-wide solution for seamlessness
and security. That is, transfer of data should flow
seamlessly between systems throughout the season
and growers should have assurance that security
measures are in place to protect their data from
unauthorized use. agX® addresses seamless data
transfer through content standardization. Security
of data is governed through permission-based
communication settings that are set up within agX
accounts.
1. Fragmentation & Friction:
The Need for Seamless Data Transfer
Throughout a season, many people interact with a
field (directly or indirectly) as a crop is brought to
fruition. Those involved include but are not limited
to growers, agronomists, soil test labs, applicators,
seed salesmen, GIS specialists, bankers, insurance
agents, regulatory agencies, and seasonal farm
staﬀ. Most of these participants will use technology
to record and manage data for their specific
contributions and interests. The nature of these
technologies continues to become more sitespecific, or geospatial.
Geospatial farm data is acquired from a variety
of sources. A mix of tractor mounted instruments,
remote sensing components, and software
applications coupled with mobile technologies
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such as iPads® and laptops allows layers of georeferenced data (map layers) to be collected for
crop planning, soil properties, tillage, nutrient
applications, hybrid/variety selection, planting, field
scouting, irrigation, weather, remote sensing, crop
protection, cost inputs, yield monitoring, and more.
These layers can then be combined to create new
datasets, such as variable rate nutrient and seeding
recommendations, yield projections, cause/eﬀect
analysis reports, and profit/loss maps.
Value is created among precision ag oﬀerings
when a symbiotic cycle exists between systems
of data collection, data analysis, and application.
However, a lack of standards governing the import/
export rules of how software and hardware systems
communicate leads to fragmentation across systems
and hampers the data processing cycle.
The disconnect in communication standards
causes unnecessary friction when processing data
and limits a user’s choice on which hardware or
software toolset he deems best for completing a
certain task. This leads to a loss of time, revenue,
and opportunity among growers and ag service
providers while hardware and software companies
allocate man-hours updating import/export
formats. Friction between applications obstructs
the creation of valuable analysis reports that can
be generated between systems that collect data
and those that analyze it. Finally, lack of standards
governing integration creates barriers to entry
for new software applications that are designed
to complement existing systems, thus hampering
innovation and productivity within the industry.
2. Protection of Farm Information:
The Need for Data Security
The sharing of data between systems and persons
creates an issue of data security. Both farmers and
ag service providers are concerned with not only
who their datasets are communicated to but what
is being done with the datasets. As previously
shown, a farming operation can easily have over ten
diﬀerent parties of interest involved from concept
to harvest. If each party uses a diﬀerent system and
each claims the need for certain map layers, such
as planting, harvest, and as-applied data to provide
a better service, a grower’s farm data may soon
be spread across multiple entities with no way of
securing how the data is shared or used. Though
‘Big Data’ promises benefits, growers are concerned
that without security measures in place, more harm
may come than good.

Recently, many software providers have issued
statements and press releases claiming to adopt
policies in which growers own the farm data
that is placed within their application. For many
companies, this was probably an honest show of
good faith. For others, it may have been little more
than a marketing ploy. Regardless of the integrity
behind the statement, data ownership is a complex
issue.
For example, many ag service providers (ASPs)
specify within their contract agreements that they
own specific data collected within their service
package. The benefits to the farmer come from
the data layers being cheaper than if he were to
acquire it himself and the resulting management
decisions the grower can make from the ASP’s end
product. Many growers have agreed to these types
of agreements and have prospered from them.
Then there is the question of derivative data. That
is, who owns the new data layer that is derived from
the combination and analysis of other map layers?
Another data ownership issue lies with prescription
recommendations, which are often created using
proprietary equations. Finally, what about data
layers created from publicly accessible data that
intersects a field, such as the combination of soil
types, NDVI, and weather data?
These examples are not indicative of who should
inherently own data or what can be done with it.
They are simply stating the complexity of data
ownership in various scenarios. Later we will show
how agX® provides security yet flexibility for varying
systems in regards to who can and cannot access
data via user-based permission settings.
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ELEMENTS OF

INFRASTRUCTURE
Seamlessness between precision farming systems
requires standardization and synchronization.
In the previous section, we highlighted the need for seamless data transfer between precision ag
software and hardware applications. Lack of seamlessness is an industry-wide problem that causes
fragmentation among software applications, excessive friction with data transfer between systems, and
redundant upkeep for multiple sets of the same data on diﬀerent programs. The agX® Platform provides
the underlying infrastructure to overcome these problems, as well as the promotion of new revenue
streams among applications via the agX® Store. The following pages will introduce:
1. Content standardization via the agX® Content API;
2. Secure storage and synchronization via the agX Central Data Repository and the agX Sync API;
3. Permission-based sharing of field operations via agX Connections; and
4. Commerce opportunities via the agX® Store.
As the foundational components of agX are highlighted, we will show how they achieve seamlessness
between precision ag systems.
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1. Content Standardization
The first component needed to achieve seamlessness between
applications is a library of standardized content. Data cannot be
seamlessly transmitted between independent software applications,
nor can valuable aggregate reports be generated across fields or
across seasons without a common naming convention.
For example, a grower planting corn selects the seed company
Dekalb and the variety DKC59-92RIB. The grower, his agronomist,
and field staﬀ each record the seed in their independent software
applications—a farming app, GIS software, and a variable rate
planting application, respectively, as:
1. Corn DKC5992RIB
2. Corn Dekalb DKC59-92RIB
3. Corn Dry Grain DKLB DKC5992 RIB
The human brain can easily distinguish these entries as the same
planting record. However, to a database, the naming discrepancies
appear as three independent data records. If the farmer, agronomist,
and field staﬀ attempt to share the records from their software
applications so as to create a complete data set, three separate
planting records would exist in each system. Multiply this scenario
across all of the farming operations that occur on a field each season
and one’s precision farming database will now have thousands of
redundant and mismatched entries, thus making valuable decisionsupport analysis practically impossible.
agX® Content consists of over 100,000 items of reference data.
This library of standardized content provides a common naming
convention for precision ag data. Standardization of reference data
is the starting point for eliminating the problem of data redundancy
and paves the way for seamless data transfer between independent
software applications.
Next, the content library must be organized into schemas that
correctly associate sets of data to the appropriate farming operation.
For example, we would not want phosphorus extraction methods
aﬃliated with insect density, nor would strawberry growth stages be
linked with corn.
agX Content associates the 100,000 plus attributes of reference data
with various schemas. Together, they enable farmers and agronomists
to record farming operations. For example, let’s look at a typical
planting operation.
A planting operation within agX Content provides options for
recording planting information such as crop, crop purpose, seed
company, variety/hybrid, seeding rate, planting depth, seed
treatment, planter equipment, replant, double crop, plant spacing,
row spacing, row orientation, tractor, average speed, soil condition,
and more. This does not mean that all the options will be used, just
that they are available if necessary.
As users select data within an agX compliant application, agX filters
the content so that only relevant content is available for selection.
For example, when “Corn” is selected for a crop, the Seed Company

®

agX Content (as of 6/08/2015)
Item
Totals
Active Ingredients
566
Additives
892
Additive Description
52
Application Equipment Class
3
Application Equipment
495
Application Method
27
Application Timing
19
Applicator Type
4
Bale Type
3
Beneficials
20
Beneficials Stage
5
Buﬀer Type
8
Carrier Types
4
Chemical Family Group
167
Chemical Trait Descriptor
1
Companies
1150
Crops
354
Crop Damage
17
Crop Injury Severity
10
Crop Purpose
44
Direction
16
Diseases
420
Disease Density
9
Disease Stage
8
Fertilizers
1665
Formulation Types
18
Fungicides
735
General Weather
20
Ground Cover
4
Growth Stage Groups
50
Growth Stages
1522
Growth Regulators
212
Harvesters
1634
Harvester Class
20
Herbicides
2440
Insects
573
Insect Density
9
Insect Stage
15
Insecticides
1005
Irrigation
24
Manure Animal Type
36
Manure Application Method
13
Manure Storage
12
Moisture
8
Mode of Action Agencies
4
Mode of Action Groups
123
Nematode
24
Nitrogen Stabilizers
24
Nutrients
14
Nutrient Deficiency
8
Nutrient Symptom
6
Planting Class
6
Planting Equipment
990
Pesticide Injury Symptom
16
Phosphorus Extraction Method
16
Seed Treatments
597
Sensitive Area
15
Site of Action
68
Soil Texture
14
Tillage Implements
87
Tillage Style
10
Tile Line Description
2
Tile Line Function
3
Tile Line Material
3
Tile Pt Function
5
Tile Pt Type
9
Time Interval
6
Tractors
2116
Varieties
82,545
Variety Traits
444
Weeds
1117
Weed Density
9
Weed Stage
37
Total
102,617
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template will only display companies that produce
corn seed. If “Dekalb” is selected for the Seed
Company, then the Variety/Hybrid template will
only display products for Dekalb.
The structured relationships within agX Content
requires an immense amount of secondary data. For
example, there are over 400 diﬀerent descriptors
that can be attributed to a variety, such as crop,
company, trait packages, disease resistances,
maturity dates, special marketing terms, etc.
In order to ensure standardization across various
applications, agX Content is delivered and updated
on applications via the agX Content API. Users then
populate farming operations using picklists within
the software application. This ensures that all
content data is using the same naming convention
and can seamlessly interact with other agX
compliant software.
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2. Secure Storage & Centralized Synchronization
Two aspects of maturing infrastructure are
security and regulation. The agX® Central Data
Repository (CDR) ensures that all data adheres
to standardization protocols while APIs transfer
data between the agX CDR and agX compliant
applications. This communication is safeguarded
by a layer of security integrated into the agX®
Sync API that monitors data integrity as new
geospatial map layers are added to the system.
Once data resides within the agX CDR, two major
synchronization issues are resolved that currently
hamper precision ag practices—dataset redundancy
and fragmentation of field data.
Eliminating Redundancy
Redundant datasets occur when two or more
incompatible software applications are used to
manage the same set of data. Since no single
software application can adequately deliver all
of the tools necessary to cover the multitude of

An example of a user populating a planting operation using agX® Content picklists.
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farming practices, ag service providers are often
forced to use select features from diﬀerent software
packages. However, this requires the maintenance
of separate datasets for each application, thus
causing redundant data entry and upkeep.
The agX® CDR eliminates the tediousness of
managing redundancy across multiple software
applications by centralizing the primary data
storage. When a user uploads collected data
from their agX compliant application, other
agX compliant software applications that have
permission to access the data can then pull the data
into their system. This ensures that every software
application is always in sync with the most current
dataset for a particular field.
Eliminating Fragmentation
Besides the tediousness of maintaining redundant
datasets, separate software applications that are
void of a centralized GIS synchronization system
will remain fragmented at the field boundary
level. This occurs, once again, because of content
standardization issues.
When a field boundary is entered into a GIS or
mapping application, it is assigned a globally unique
identification (GUID) based on the time and date
that the boundary was created or edited. All data
that is assigned to a field is tied to that field’s name,
or GUID. The approach of associating data at the

field level to a GUID instead of running a geospatial
query every time a field boundary is accessed
within an application greatly reduces the intensity
of server-side processing. For example, associating a
yield file for a 100 acre field would require only one
query if the yield data were associated to a field
boundary GUID. However, if every yield polygon had
to be queried according to its geography, the query
to display the yield data would easy encompass
over 20,000 yield polygons.
Fragmentation occurs when duplicate field
boundaries are used for the same geography. If
one person creates a field boundary in software
application A and another user creates a field
boundary in software application B, diﬀerent GUIDs
will be assigned to each boundary. Though in reality,
the data belongs to the same field, the datasets are
separate because they are technically tied to two
diﬀerent boundaries.
The agX® CDR overcomes this problem by having
every agX compliant application work from the
same field boundary. Therefore, all data collected
are associated with the same GUID and the same
geography. As edits are made to a field boundary,
such as adjusting the outer boundary or removing
of uncultivated areas, the changes are applied
across all agX compliant applications that are
connected to that specific GUID boundary.

Every layer of spatial data is composed of content describing what is happening at that location on a field. Standardization
of the underlying content across various map layers enables the seamless transfer of data and high-end correlation analysis.
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One-to-Many Integration
Industry eﬀorts are currently proposing that each
company share data through open APIs. While API
data exchange is superior to using USB thumbdrives
or emailing files, the improvement complicates the
problems previously discussed. By each company
creating independent APIs, the resulting web of APIs
may entangle users and software developers in a
frustrating solution. Without standardization, every
API transaction would require human interaction
to address both content standardization issues.
Furthermore, when data exists in multiple applications
without centralized synchronization, edits that occur
in one system will not be reflected in the others. This
results in users ‘chasing their tails’ trying to keep
everything in sync.
Contrast this to the agX CDR, which allows agX
compliant partners to use the agX APIs to synchronize
data to and from the central repository. This ensures
that all data is standardized both spatially and in
regard to content. When an application needs a
particular type of data (yield, weather, fertility, etc.),
that data is already available within the agX CDR.
Access to that data is dependent on permission
settings set in place by the administrator of the
data. This one-to-many approach drastically reduces
development overhead and human interaction.

Data Center Security
To help ensure the safety and security of data, the agX SDR is
maintained in a highly fortified, state-of-the-art facility. Security
measures and configuration includes:
• 24x7x365 onsite personnel
• SSAE 16 audited
• BioMetrics
• Proximity sensors/logging – all entrances
• Monitored building security
• External/Internal Cameras – 24x7 digital recording
• Dual Grid Power—parallel switching gear
• 2.6 megawatts N+1 APC
• Three one megawatt Cummins diesel generators
10,000 gallon extended life fuel tank
• Multi-homed IP – Gig-E connections
• BGP4 routing
• VSS – Internal
• Dual – Path to equipment
• PrivateVLAN

The image on the left illustrates a non-centralized API web that is created
when each software application provider attempts to integrate with other
applications on a one-to-one basis. The image on the right illustrates a one-tomany integration approach using a central data repository. However, without
both spatial and content standardization, syncing data becomes tedious, and a
central repository is little more than an online storage facility.

Moving from the solutions agX® oﬀers for resolving
data synchronization and fragmentation issues, we
will now look at the security measures that protect
data from unauthorized access and abuse.
3. Permission-Based Data Sharing
Security of data has been a growing concern among
farmers. As notions of Big Data analysis permeate
headlines, producers want safe-guards in place to
protect their farm data from abuse. agX provides
layers of protection yet allows for flexibility to
accommodate the various relationships that exist
in the farming community. The agX® Central Data
Repository (CDR) provides safe and secure storage of
precision farming data yet regulates accessibility to
data via various levels of permission settings. This is
similar to customers of a bank who want assurance
that systems are in place to protect their monetary
deposits while allowing select entities various levels
of accessibility to their assets.
By taking an administrative approach with data,
ownership issues are left as a thing to be resolved
contractually between growers and service providers,
landlords and tenants. If a person does not have the
proper permission settings, agX will not allow them to
access any data for a particular field.
To use an agX compliant product, one must
establish a free agX account. The user’s agX
account then allows him to create relationships
with other agX users, commonly referred to as
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‘agX Connections.’ Permission settings are associated with
every agX Connection at the field level and these settings
may vary according to the type of farming operation or
recommendation layers.
Permission settings can be set to administrator, read/write, or
view only. Users can also decide whether new data created
by an agX Connection should remain with the originator
of the data (default administrator settings) or whether the
administration rights should be automatically transferred
to the administrator who established the relationship.
Furthermore, the administrator can restrict whether or not an
agX Connection has the ability to transfer certain data layers
to another agX Connection.

The Basic Rules of agX Data Governance
1. The person who collects and uploads the data is by
default the administrator of the data.
2. Settings may be established so that administration
rights are automatically transferred to another upon
collection of specific data.
3. Administrators may transfer their administration rights
to another agX Connection (account holder).
4. Administrators may share data with specific agX
Connections.
5. Administrators may set permission settings to Edit
or Read Only. Permission settings can be set by user,
operation, or recommendation.

The first layer of the agX Plaform is comprised of schemas. These schemas are the “language of agriculture” that ensure we all share a common definition of farming
operations and tasks. Associated with the schemas is a standardized database that supplies references for task attributes. The third layer is a central data repository
to which data records are synced and stored. Guarding the spatial repository are security protocols and permission settings that allow users to share data with trusted
partners. A suite of agX APIs allow organizations to take advantage of the agX spatial infrastructure by integrating their own applications or custom equations for
automated agronomic tasks. The agX Store allows an application to access and share revenue in other agX compliant services. This provides broad market exposure
and additional revenue opportunities to all agX compliant applications.

agX® Store
APIs
Per

missions/Secur

ity

tial Data Repos
ito
ry
fer ence Da
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Spa

Schemas
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Let’s look at a real world example of using agX
account permission settings.
A grower has a trusted relationship with his
agronomist. They each use separate agX compliant
software applications based on personal preference.
Within their agX user accounts the grower and
the agronomist establish an agX Connection.
Contractually, the grower and agronomist have
specified who has ownership rights on various
types of data. This contract exists outside of agX but
helps guide them when establishing administrative
privileges and permission settings within agX.
The grower keeps administrator rights on his yield
data and other data he collects, such as tillage,
planting, etc. but he shares this data with his
agronomist with editing permissions. The agronomist
also shares his data with the grower with editing
permissions.
The agronomist outsources the soil sampling to
another service company. This company uses agX
compliant software applications for the collection
of soil samples. The agronomist creates an agX
connection with the individuals that will be in the
field sampling and shares the necessary field data.
The soil test points file and field boundary then
appear within the sampler’s software application
but no other data layers are downloaded into the
software. The agronomist also sets the soil test points
file to View Only and instructs the company to use
the points as a reference. However, if the agronomist
wanted the soil sampling company to use a premade set of points and edit the points as necessary
during the collection process, he could do so by
assigning Edit properties to the points file. Finally,
the agronomist sets the relationship so that the
administration rights of any new data collected by the
samplers on the field are automatically transferred to
him when the data is synced.
After the soil test points are collected and synced
back to the agX CDR, the new point files appear
within both the grower’s and agronomist’s software
applications. Since the agronomist has also set up
an agX compliant soil test lab as an agX Connection,
the lab receives the points file and knows to expect
some corresponding bags to arrive soon. Once the
lab analyzes the soil, the results are tied to the
appropriate data points and synced back to the
agronomist. The agronomist then runs the results
through his pre-established fertility equations and
creates nutrient surface layers. These new layers also
appear within the grower’s agX compliant application.
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This is a common scenario of how agX allows users
to safe-guard data at various levels yet is flexible
enough to adjust to the parties involved in common
industry workflows.
4. Commerce Opportunities
Maturing infrastructure sets the stage for commerce
opportunities, which in turn attracts a workforce,
builds an economy, and promotes innovation. The
agX® Store brings this same opportunity to the
world of precision ag.
The agX® Store is a portal where agX compliant
partners have the option to showcase their
products and services. Since standardization and
synchronization issues are in place, a user may
seamlessly order products from any agX compliant
application that features the agX Store. From a
marketing and awareness stand point, the agX Store
provides product exposure across numerous sectors
within the agricultural industry.
For example, Adapt-N is an agX compliant
organization that provides top quality nitrogen
modeling and recommendations. By appearing
in the agX Store, Adapt-N’s analysis and
recommendation services become available to
agronomists, farmers, and retailers who are actively
involved in precision agriculture on 100 million
plus acres. Any interested user can then order an
Adapt-N nitrogen prescription directly from the
agX Store within his software application. When
the order call is made, the agX CDR will supply
Adapt-N with the data layers necessary to perform
the nitrogen analysis from the user’s agX Account.
Once Adapt-N completes the analysis, the new
nitrogen Rx layer is added to the farmer’s field. The
user’s agX Account will be notified of the data layer,
and the N rec will sync down to any of the user’s
agX compliant software applications that have
permission to access the data and the ability to
display the recommendation.

agX Store Revenue Structure

67% the I.P. Product Owner
20% the software provider generating
the order via the agX store

13%

agX Platform

The agX Store is currently being tested within select applications.
Terms subject to change.
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The agX Platform handles the third party order
fulfillment from the agX Store. The revenue from an
order is allocated among three parties. The product
I.P. owner sets the price for their services and
receives 67% of the revenue. The order origination
software receives 20% of the order revenue
and the agX Platform receives a 13% cut. This
allocation benefits agX compliant applications by
allowing them to create a new revenue stream from
products ordered from the agX Store when accessed
by their application. As more agX compliant
products and services are added to the store,
the potential for quality applications to generate
additional revenue increases.
Products or services within the agX Store may be
displayed according to geography or distinct users.
For example, an agX compliant company oﬀering
multispectral imagery services would only appear
within the agX Store of users who are located within
their region of service. If a company developed an
application for a select client-base, it would appear
only within the agX Stores of specific users.

PORTALS TO INTEGRATION:
agX® APIs and Services
The agX APIs and services facilitate the collection and
management of data across independent agX compliant
applications. Please visit the agX website for the latest
status on API development.
agX® Content API
The agX® Content API allows access to over 100,000 items
of reference data for corresponding with the core data
schemas. Updates to agX Content are published every few
weeks.
agX® Sync API
All applications that are agX compliant use the agX® Sync
API to synchronize field data in a standardized format. The
agX Sync API is the gatekeeper that ensures data standards
are being maintained while adhering to strict, permissionbased security protocols.

The agX Content API (left) and agX Sync API (right) are the two foundational APIs that an application must use to be agX compliant.
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The agX®

DECISION
Utilizing the agX® Platform expedites time to market,
decreases development costs, and leverages the client
base of many organizations.
Whether to build an application from the ground up or use a Platform as a Service (PaaS) is a major
decision. The following advantages should be considered when evaluating the agX® Platform.

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
SST Software was founded in 1994 (before the final
GPS satellite in the original DoD constellation had
been launched) and was one of the first players
in the precision ag industry. As SST has grown and
matured, it has maintained a high retention rate
among employees. This deep well of experience
and domain knowledge is vital for addressing the
issues that arise in structuring and managing spatial
data for the agricultural industry.
HOW WE DEFINE SUCCESS
SST’s oﬀerings have always focused on
strengthening the relationship between growers
and their trusted ag service providers. From the
beginning, SST’s clientele privately branded the
decision-support products generated from SST’s
applications, resulting in the farming community
remaining largely unaware of the company’s
existence. With the agX Platform, we will continue
to judge our success not by how well known we are
but from the added level of success we bring to our
clients and their customers via best-in-class, thirdparty oﬀerings that benefit the farming community.
MATURE INFRASTRUCTURE AND TIME TO MARKET
The focus on strengthening the relationships
between ag service providers and their farmer
clientele led SST Software to start addressing
issues in standardization, synchronization, and
data security in the late 1990s. We know from
experience that there are no shortcuts in building a
geospatial platform for the precision ag community.
The application architecture that evolved into the
agX Platform began over a decade ago and cost tens
of millions of dollars in development funds. Many
new precision ag startups have good ideas but are
trying to reproduce the underlying infrastructure in

their stand-alone product. This delays time to market
and depletes cash reserves. The agX Platform allows
a new application to leverage years of development
expertise and drastically reduces the time and cost
when bringing a product to market.
ESTABLISHED CLIENTELE AND EXPOSURE
SST services the top ag retail and crop consulting
firms in the world. The SST footprint extends across
100 million unique acres, 150,000+ growers, and
spans 23 countries. agX compliant oﬀerings can tap
into this established precision ag community and
immediately increase their exposure to potential
clients through the agX Store.
MULTIPLE REVENUE SOURCES
The agX Store allows agX compliant applications to
create a new income stream by receiving a portion of
the revenue when products or services are ordered
from within their application. Furthermore, placing
products in the agX Store provides broad market
exposure and creates an extended ‘sales team’
among retailers and agronomists who utilize agX
Store products. The additional revenue stream has
the potential to play an important part in a product’s
profit structure.
THE INDEPENDENT ALTERNATIVE
After two decades of partnerships and building
a clientele with both our software products and
development services, SST has come to understand
the underlying dynamics between manufacturers, ag
retailers, agronomists, and farmers. Through this, we
have realized that to gain industry-wide adoption and
trust, a platform must remain independent from the
ownership or oversight of any one manufacturer. SST
Software is a privately-held, family owned company.
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PART II: GOVERNANCE
In part one, we made the case for spatial infrastructure consisting of a central
data repository that would allow for seamless communication between systems
while maintaining data security.
At this point, all growers and ag service providers must ask the question,
“What would the world look like if only one or two of the top manufacturers
controlled the central data repository as well as the right to approve software
products, nutrient modeling, chemical recommendations, and reporting tools
that would interact with or be produced from the repository?”
As infrastructure matures, so must its governance. We will now shift our focus to
how this technology may pose a threat to the farming industry and to a model
for protecting against abuse and competitive disadvantage.

Please contact SST Software for part two of the white paper.
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NEXT STEPS
Interested in utilizing the agX Platform?
For more information, contact
Tim Riley, Director of Business Development
SST Software
(888) 377-5334
triley@sstsoftware.com
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